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Ion-exchange enabled synthetic swarm
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Active matters are out-of-equilibrium systems that convert energy from the environment to mechanical motion. Non-reciprocal
interaction between active matters may lead to collective intelligence beyond the capability of individuals. In nature, such emergent behaviours are ubiquitously observed in animal colonies, giving these species remarkable adaptive capability. In artificial
systems, however, the emergence of non-trivial collective intelligent dynamics remains undiscovered. Here we show that a simple ion-exchange reaction can couple self-propelled ZnO nanorods and sulfonated polystyrene microbeads together. Chemical
communication is established that enhances the reactivity and motion of both nanorods and the microbeads, resulting in the
formation of an active swarm of nanorod–microbead complexes. We demonstrate that the swarm is capable of macroscopic
phase segregation and intelligent consensus decision-making.

C

omplex systems are composed of an ensemble of elementary components without central control, where non-trivial
collective behaviours, intricate information processing and
adaptation emerge. Schools of fish, flocks of birds and bacterial
colonies are examples of complex systems in nature1–3. Recently,
synthetic active matter has aroused interest due to its potential in
biomedical applications4–6, as well as serving as the perfect model
system for non-equilibrium physics7–9. Notably, highly functional
active nanoparticles have been proposed as minuscule robots for
complex tasks. However, due to the limited size, it is challenging
to incorporate sophisticated logic circuits into individual active
particles10, limiting their functionality. Therefore, the collective
intelligence emerging from the interaction network of millions of
individual simple particles should be explored to enable advanced
functions. The collective intelligence of assembled individuals is
ubiquitous in nature; for instance, a solitary army ant shows limited
individual intelligence, as it merely follows its neighbours. However,
as millions of individual ants group together, the ant colony acts as
a ‘superorganism’ with superb collective intelligence, where complicated tasks such as effective territory exploration or building
bridges can be accomplished11.
Inspired by the microbial symbiosis system12–14, here, we demonstrate a minimal complex system composed of two chemically coupled species, where the ‘waste’ product of one is the
‘nutrient’ for another. This chemical coupling establishes a
communication-dependent activity for both particle species, which
results in the emergence of sophisticated dynamic self-organization
and consensus decision-making behaviour. A coarse-grained
model shows that both interparticle osmotic interactions and the
separation-dependent activity are essential to the observed collective intelligence.

ZnO nanorods and sulfonated polystyrene as active particles

As conceptually illustrated in Fig. 1a, two chemically powered particles A and B release their own chemical ‘waste’ α and β, respectively, during their propulsion. On mixing, A and B interact with
each other by exchanging ‘waste’ and ‘nutrient’. The released

‘waste’ α from particle A is collected by particle B as its ‘nutrient’
and promotes its activity, while the same scenario also applies to
the ‘waste’ β to particle A. To establish such exchange communication, we used what is arguably the simplest chemical reaction,
the ion-exchange reaction. The self-propelled ZnO nanorod and
chemically active sulfonated polystyrene (PS) microbeads are coupled together by exchanging ions. The ZnO and sulfonated PS form
active complexes, where both repulsive and attractive interactions
are regulated by the local ion concentration that is contributed by
all nearby particles.
Figure 1b shows the ZnO nanorod crystal structure along the
[0001] direction with Zn-terminated (0001) Zn polar surface.
The Zn-terminated polar facet has higher surface energy and
preferentially dissolves and releases Zn2+ and OH− into the solution15,16, which propels the nanorod by self-diffusiophoresis
(schematic diagram in Fig. 1c). As shown in Fig. 1c, the as-prepared
ZnO nanorods (see Supplementary Information for the synthesis process) can migrate in deionized water at speed of roughly
2 μm s−1 (Supplementary Video 1a), which lasts for more than
30 mins. The facet selective etching of ZnO nanorod is confirmed
by the appearance of a void on the ZnO nanorod end, as shown
in the inset of Fig. 1c. This continuous end facet dissolution leads
to diffusiophoretic propulsion along the nanorod axis, while the
surface flaws on the ZnO nanorod sidewalls serve as an additional dissolution site and steer the migration in a circle for some
nanorods. In contrast, those nanorods with smooth sidewalls
move following a straight trajectory (Supplementary Fig. 2). As
the dissolution rate of ZnO is highly pH dependent17, the ZnO
nanorod is inherently a pH-responsive microswimmer18,19. The
acidic environment will strongly increase the activity of ZnO and
enhance its motion.
The cationic ion exchangers absorb cations in solution and
release H+, which is widely used in water treatment. It has been
reported that, due to the different mobility of the adsorbed and
released ions, the ion exchanger microspheres could generate an
ionic gradient and attract each other by the self-generated electroosmotic flow on the substrate20,21.
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Fig. 1 | The exchange communication between different microswimmer species and the model system used in this study. a, Schematic illustration of
two independent active particles A and B, where the black dot α and yellow dot β denote the released chemical ‘waste’ from A and B, respectively. The
asymmetric chemical gradients induce slip flow at the surface of A and B, which propel the particles. In the case of exchange interaction, particles A and B
are coupled together by exchanging chemical signal α and β. b, Illustration of the ZnO nanorod crystal structure, which dissolves preferentially at (0001)
plane. c, Illustration of the asynchronized diffusion of Zn2+ and OH− propel the ZnO nanorod and the observed migration trajectories of ZnO nanorod
in deionized water within 20 s. Inset shows the ZnO nanorod etching cavity at the end facet. d, Schematic diagram of the electroosmotic interaction
between sulfonated PS. The overlapped gradients of residual cations and released H+ form an asymmetric electric field E and subsequent asymmetric
electroosmotic flow fEO, which promote the assembly of sulfonated PS. e, Sulfonated PS migrate towards the Zn2+-soaked agarose gel via the positive
chemotaxis (the red lines are the trajectories of sulfonated PS). Scale bars 4 μm (c), 400 nm (inset of c) and 60 μm (e).

In our experiment, the monodispersed sulfonated PS microbeads
(see Supplementary Information for the synthesis process) were
used as ion exchangers to interact with the ZnO swimmer. In general, active particles refer to particles that convert energy from the
surroundings into mechanical work at the individual level. In this
sense, the symmetric sulfonated PS microbead is mechanically passive as it cannot self-propel without symmetry breaking. However,
a sulfonated PS microbead is chemically active as an ion exchanger
and can generate osmotic flow around itself along the substrate. As
a result, this osmotic flow mechanically interacts with other sulfonated PS microbeads in a crowded environment20,22, which also
creates mechanical motion at the ensembled level. As illustrated in
Fig. 1d and Supplementary Video 1b, the sulfonated PS microbeads
(diameter roughly 1.5 μm) in water generate symmetric ionic gradients, which overlap with the ionic gradients from neighbouring
particles. The consequent osmosis interaction assembles the sulfonated PS microbeads into dimers, trimers, chains and eventually
into clusters (Supplementary Fig. 4a) via the reaction:
PS � SO3 H þ Mþ "PS � SO3 M þ Hþ

ð1Þ

A similar phenomenon has been previously observed with commercial cationic ion-exchange resin particles with a larger diameter (roughly 15 μm)20, while our sulfonated PS microbeads have
a smaller diameter and larger surface area to volume ratio, which
enables greater ion-exchange capacity (Supplementary Table 1) and
higher mobility by enhancing the exchange rate. Therefore, a longer
reaction lifetime was observed when interacting with ZnO, which is
essential to the collective emergence.
As the sulfonated PS microbeads deplete the cations in solution, the migration speed correspondingly decreases from 2.5 to
roughly 1 μm s−1 in 100 s (Supplementary Fig. 4b). Since the chemical reaction in equation (1) is thermodynamically spontaneous, the
positive chemotaxis is observed for the sulfonated PS microbead by

placing a Zn2+ soaked agarose gel inside the solution to generate the
Zn2+ concentration gradient (Fig. 1e, Supplementary Video 1c and
Supplementary Information for the detailed experimental process),
which could be attributed to the Zn2+ gradient-induced diffusiophoresis and asymmetric ion exchange.

Ion-exchange interaction between ZnO nanorod and
sulfonated PS microbead

On the basis of the aforementioned active particles, the reactions
for ZnO nanorod and sulfonated PS microbead propulsion can be
easily coupled as:
�
ZnO nanorod: ZnOðsÞ þ H2 Oð1Þ "Zn2þ
ðaqÞ þ 2OHðaqÞ

Sulfonated PS:
þ
2PS � SO3 HðsÞ þ Znð2þ
aqÞ "2ðPS � SO3 Þ2 ZnðsÞ þ 2HðaqÞ
�
H2 O self � ionization: Hþ
ðaqÞ þ OHðaqÞ ¼ H2 Oð1Þ

Overall reaction:
ZnOðsÞ þ 2PS � SO3 HðsÞ ¼ ðPS � SO3 Þ2 ZnðsÞ þ H2 OðlÞ

ð2Þ

ð3Þ
ð4Þ
ð5Þ

As illustrated in Fig. 2a, via the ion-exchange reaction, two active
particle species are coupled together, which enables the synergistic
interaction. It is observed that the migration speeds of both ZnO
nanorods and sulfonated PS microbeads are strongly regulated by
the nearby counter particles, where great enhancement is achieved.
In this system, the ZnO nanorod serves as a local Zn2+ source, which
chemotactically attracts surrounding sulfonated PS microbeads. As
the sulfonated PS microbead approaching ZnO nanorod, the speed
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Fig. 2 | The ion-exchange interaction between ZnO nanorod and sulfonated PS. a, Schematic diagram of the ion exchange between a ZnO nanorod and
sulfonated PS. The sulfonated PS absorbs Zn2+ and releases H+, while the ZnO nanorod consumes H+ and generates Zn2+. The sulfonated PS are propelled
towards ZnO nanorods by electrophoretic flow fEP and then are pushed away by the near-substrate electroosmotic flow fEO. b, The trajectory of a single
ZnO nanorod showing the enhanced propulsion by assembling with a sulfonated PS. Four assembly events (i, ii, iii, iv) are plotted in the trajectory, while
the colour bar represents the speed of the ZnO nanorod. c, The migration speed of the corresponding ZnO nanorod is shown in b, where the shaded speed
spikes correspond to the transient ZnO assembly with the sulfonated PS. d, ZnO–sulfonated PS complex formation with an immobilized ZnO nanorod,
where the trajectories of the sulfonated PS are coloured corresponding to their instant speeds. e, Relationship of the speed of sulfonated PS with their
separation distance from the ZnO nanorod. The error bars represent the standard deviation of the speed from multiple particles (n = 50). Inset shows the
magnified confocal microscope image of the sulfonated PS particle first attracted then expelled by ZnO, while constantly spinning near the ZnO surface.
Scale bars 20 μm (b), 30 μm (d), 1.5 μm (inset of e).

of sulfonated PS microbead increases due to the higher Zn2+ concentration; in turn, the H+ released from sulfonated PS microbead
accelerates the ZnO propulsion by lowering the local pH, which
further boosts the Zn2+ concentration gradient. Consequently, this
positive feedback enhances the propulsion of both ZnO nanorod
and sulfonated PS microbead. On the assembly of the sulfonated PS
microbead with the ZnO nanorod, a transient ZnO–sulfonated PS
complex is formed, where the strong ion-exchange interaction dramatically enhances the migration speed of the complex (Fig. 2b and
Supplementary Video 2a). As shown in Fig. 2a, the outward electroosmotic flow along the glass substrate from the ZnO nanorod disassembles the ZnO–sulfonated PS complex and leads to the pulsed
speed of the ZnO nanorod, as shown in Fig. 2c.
This intriguing interaction can be more explicitly illustrated by
the trajectories of sulfonated PS microbeads with the ZnO nanorod
immobilized on the glass substrate. Figure 2d and Supplementary
Video 3 show the formation of the active ZnO–sulfonated PS
complex near the substrate. As shown in Supplementary Video 2b
and the inset of Fig. 2e, after being attracted to the ZnO surface,
the spinning sulfonated PS microbead assembles with the ZnO
nanorod, possibly at the equilibrium position of the chemotaxis
attraction and surface slipping flow around the ZnO nanorod,
290

forming a quasi-stable complex. The beads are then expelled by
the near-substrate outward electroosmotic flow. The continuous
attraction and expulsion leads to a particle depletion zone around
the ZnO nanorod (Fig. 2d), which can be regarded as the visualized
Zn2+ diffusion region as the outward electroosmotic flow is created
by the asynchronous Zn2+ and OH− diffusion. Outside this region,
most Zn2+ are consumed and converted to H+, as confirmed with
pH and Zn2+ concentration mapping from a confocal microscope
(Supplementary Fig. 10a,c). As a result, the outward electroosmotic
flow is suppressed and the attraction between sulfonated PS microbeads dominates, which leads to the aggregation of sulfonated PS
microbeads around the ZnO nanorod (Fig. 2d and Supplementary
Fig. 9).
Since the chemical gradients and fluid flow are in three dimensions, the particles also move in three dimensions. We tracked
400 sulfonated PS microbeads at four different heights (Z = 0, 6,
10, 14 μm) above the substrate. As shown in Fig. 3a, the migration
speed of sulfonated PS microbead is sensitive to the ZnO–sulfonated PS distance at all heights, while the near-substrate (Z < 6 μm)
outward migration is compensated by the inward migration over
the substrate (Z > 6 μm). The three dimensional (3D) trajectories
are also observed by 3D confocal microscope scanning (Fig. 3b
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Fig. 3 | 3D velocity field and pH profile of the ZnO nanorod–sulfonated PS system. a, 3D velocity field with 400 trajectories of sulfonated PS at four
heights (Z = 0, 6, 10, 14 μm) near a fixed ZnO nanorod (Z = 0 μm) shows the particles are attracted to the ZnO above the substrate before being expelled
along the substrate. The colour map and the red arrows represent the speed and migration directions of sulfonated PS, respectively. b, 3D trajectories of
sulfonated PS recorded by 3D scanning under the confocal microscope, where the red arrows represent the migration directions. c–e, Two-dimensional (c)
and 3D (d) pH profiles measured by confocal microscope and compared with the numerical simulation (e) during the ion-exchange interaction between
the ZnO nanorod and sulfonated PS. The red arrows in the upper part of c represent the instant migration direction of the given particles. The inset of
e shows the power-law dependence between ion flux density and the interparticle distance, where the error bars are the standard deviation of multiple
sulfonated PS (n = 20). Scale bars 5 μm (c upper image), 3 μm (c middle image), 1 μm (c lower image).

and Supplementary Video 4b). Although this attractive–repulsive
interaction may also occur in the traditional active–passive particle
system, the range and strength are dramatically enhanced with the
ion-exchange interaction.
To further explain the aforementioned ion-exchange interaction, experimental and numerical simulated pH mapping were
used to verify the reaction between the ZnO nanorod and sulfonated PS microbeads. We used a pH-sensitive fluorescent dye
(5(6)-carboxyfluorescein) to probe in situ the local pH of the ZnO–
sulfonated PS microbead system under a confocal microscope
(Supplementary Information). As shown in the two-dimensional pH
mapping in Fig. 3c, a higher pH (roughly 8.0) near the ZnO nanorod
and lower pH close to the sulfonated PS microbeads (roughly 5.0)
are observed. The 3D pH mapping clearly shows the 3D pH gradient near the ZnO nanorod (Fig. 3d and Supplementary Video 4a),
while due to the fast motion of sulfonated PS microbeads, its nearby
pH gradient cannot be captured in three dimensions. Nevertheless,
this pH gradient universally exists around the ZnO and sulfonated
PS as induced by the ion-exchange reaction. As explained in the
interaction between an individual ZnO nanorod and sulfonated PS
microbead, the release of Zn2+/OH− and consumption of H+ by the
ZnO nanorod together increase the local pH, while the generation
of H+ by the sulfonated PS microbead decreases the local pH.
This pH distribution and fluid field can be rationalized using
the numerical simulation COMSOL (Supplementary Information),
where the separation-dependent generation and consumption rate
of Zn2+, OH− and H+ for ZnO and the sulfonated PS microbead
was set to match the experimentally observed migration speed. As
shown in Fig. 3e and Supplementary Fig. 9, the pH and Zn2+ gradients generated in the simulation model are similar to the experimental observation. On the basis of the simulation, the power-law

dependence of the interparticle distance to the particle reactivity
can be evaluated. As shown in the inset of Fig. 3e, the activity, as
qualified by the exchange ion flux density J, is dependent on the
ZnO–sulfonated PS microbead distance (d) with the power rule
roughly being 1.805 ± 0.054 (95% confidence level). This means that
the ion-exchange activity can be roughly regarded as being inversely
proportional to the square of the particle distance.
The above results demonstrate that the ion-exchange reaction is an effective way to generate communication-dependent
coupling between a ZnO nanorod and sulfonated PS microbead,
which distinguishes the ZnO–sulfonated PS system from other
active particle systems in three ways. First, both ZnO nanorod
and sulfonated PS microbead are chemically active, which differs
from the interaction between an active particle and passive particle. This is shown in the control experiment where the Pt-coated
3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (TPM) Janus active particle only weakly interacts with a passive PS particle at short range
(Supplementary Fig. 7a and Supplementary Video 3). Second, due
to the concentration-dependent ion-exchange reaction, the interaction of the ion-exchange particles is strongly regulated by their separation distances (Fig. 2e). Third, the ion-exchange reaction induces
a strong electroosmotic interaction, where the inward osmotic flow
(attractive osmosis) generated by sulfonated PS microbeads drives
the assembly of neighbouring ZnO–sulfonated PS microbeads,
while the outward osmotic flow (repulsive osmosis) produced by
the ZnO nanorod repels the surrounding particles. These three distinctive features lead to complex dynamics of the ZnO–sulfonated
PS mixture on a large scale and the emergence of non-trivial collective behaviours.
We believe the strong ion-exchange interaction is not unique
to the ZnO–sulfonated PS system, but is ubiquitous as long as ions
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ZnO nanorod and form clusters with the ZnO nanorod core (inset of a). b, Cohesion of adjacent ZnO nanorod–sulfonated PS clusters via attractive
osmosis. c,d, Free sulfonated PS as well as ZnO–sulfonated PS clusters self-align (c) and alignment marching (d). e, ZnO–sulfonated PS clusters further
aggregate. f, Large-scale swarming behaviour of the ZnO–sulfonated PS mixture. Particle densities, 0.3 μg ml−1 for the ZnO nanorod and 30 μg ml−1
for sulfonated PS particles. Scale bars, 50 μm (a), 20 μm (b,c,d), 200 μm (e) and 500 μm (f). g, Coarse-grained simulation result from the swarming
behaviour of the ZnO–sulfonated PS mixture. The red balls represent the sulfonated PS and the four connected balls represent the ZnO nanorod. The grey
ball of the ZnO nanorod represents the reactive facet, while the blue balls represent the inactive part. h, Coarse-grained simulation of the ZnO–sulfonated
PS mixture without communication-dependent activity, which differs from g by fixing the particle reactivity and turning off the separation-dependent
activity between ZnO and the sulfonated PS. The size of the simulation system is set at roughly 40 times the length of the ZnO nanorod.

exchange between particles. To prove this hypothesis, other ion
sources and ion exchangers can be used in place of ZnO nanorod
and sulfonated PS microbead. The ion-exchangeable metal-organic
framework MIL-101 nanoparticle and CaCO3 microcube were
used to replace sulfonated PS and ZnO nanorod, respectively. It is
observed that both MIL-101/ZnO and CaCO3/sulfonated PS couples
show robust attraction–repulsion interactions via an ion-exchange
reaction (Supplementary Fig. 7b,c and Supplementary Video 3).
292

Swarming behaviour of the active complex

Due to the strong dynamic coupling, the ZnO–sulfonated PS assemblies can further interact with each other and form hierarchical and
dynamic swarms. As shown in Supplementary Video 5, on mixing,
the sulfonated PS microbeads first accumulate either around or aside
the ZnO nanorod by chemotaxis. As more sulfonated PS microbeads
accumulate, the diffusion length of Zn2+ and OH− is suppressed,
where attractive osmosis drives the sulfonated PS microbead
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and ZnO nanorod to approach each other (Supplementary Fig. 9),
and, consequently, a plethora of tightly bonded ZnO nanorod–sulfonated PS core-shell clusters are formed (Fig. 4a). The pH profile and Zn2+ profile of the ZnO–sulfonated PS core-shell cluster
clearly show the zonal chemical gradient (Supplementary Fig. 10).
Afterwards, attractive osmosis leads to the cohesion of adjacent
ZnO–sulfonated PS complexes (Fig. 4b). As multiple complexes
group into larger clusters, the attraction is further enhanced due to
accumulated H+, which attracts free sulfonated PS microbeads as
well as discrete ZnO–sulfonated PS complexes further away from the
large cluster. This long-range attraction, together with the intercluster attraction, aligns the motion of ZnO–sulfonated PS complexes,
as evidenced by the long striped marching of the ZnO–sulfonated
PS complexes towards the cluster centre (Fig. 4c,d). On an even
larger scale, the intergroup attraction leads to further aggregation,
as shown in Fig. 4e. With the deformation of the active aggregation,

in some local areas, the sulfonated PS cannot completely exchange
the Zn2+ released from the ZnO core, which results in the repulsion
interaction over other clusters as observed in the upper right corner
in Fig. 4f. These rich, multiscale dynamics of the ZnO–sulfonated
PS system closely mimics the natural swarms,8,23,24 (Supplementary
Video 5). Our system differs from the previously reported collective
behaviour of active particles with a single specie25,26, where active
particles form clusters without further merging into large active
swarms. We found this multiscale dynamics to be critical for the
emergence of macroscopic collective intelligence.
To explain the criteria of the collective behaviour in the ZnO–
sulfonated PS system, we adopted a coarse-grained model on the
basis of the experimental observation of a two-particle ion-exchange
interaction. In this numerical model, three abstractive interactions
are considered to represent the complex ion-exchange interaction
between ZnO and sulfonated PS microbeads: (1) the excluded
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volume interaction between particles, (2) repulsive osmosis due to
the ZnO nanorod dissolution and (3) attractive interaction due to
the H+ release from sulfonated PS microbeads by ion exchange, chemotaxis and substrate introduced osmosis. It is important to note
that the osmosis interaction does not obey Newton’s third law, and
the attractive–repulsive osmosis interactions of ZnO and sulfonated
PS microbeads is separation-dependent as the local reactant concentration regulates their activity. As discussed previously, the particle activity is regarded as decaying with the square of the separation
distance. The detailed definition of the three featured interactions
and the establishment of communication-dependent activity coupling is described in the Supplementary Information.
The simulation starts from uniformly distributed particles
(Supplementary Video 6 and Fig. 4g) and gradually evolves from
small clusters to large swarms, which is consistent with the experimental observation. Notably, the communication-dependent activity, originated from the ion-exchange reaction, shows its importance
in continuous evolvement to large active swarms. As the particle
activity is fixed by turning off the communication dependence, the
particles still cluster into small assemblies; however, the continuous
cluster–cluster merging is drastically slowed down and the system
‘trapped’ in this isolated cluster state (Supplementary Video 6 and
Fig. 4h), which is reminiscent of the previously reported collective
behaviour without chemical exchange25–27.

Macroscopic segregation and quorum decision-making

Generally, active particles under confinement can physically
interact with the boundary, which results in geometry-dependent
phase-separation28–31. For the ZnO–sulfonated PS system, the
ion-exchange interaction features much stronger coupling and
communication-dependent activity, which may lead to the emergence of a more intricate phase separation and collective intelligence.
As shown in Fig. 5a and Supplementary Video 7, the ZnO–sulfonated PS mixture demonstrates macroscopic centre-verge phase
segregation in a circular glass petri dish (see Supplementary
Information for the detailed experimental process). After mixing in
the petri dish, the ZnO–sulfonated PS microbead density fluctuates,
and voids are formed in the solution. As the aggregation proceeds,
the voids expand and colloids are extracted towards the centre and
the edge of the petri dish, where streams of colloids are observed
resembling the aligned marching behaviour at the microscopic
scale shown in Fig. 4d. Finally, the ZnO–sulfonated PS swarm
concentrates close to the wall and the centre of the petri dish. In
contrast, without ion-exchange interaction, the colloids with only
ZnO nanorods, passive PS particles or traditional Janus Pt-based
active particles do not show apparent macroscopic phase segregation (Supplementary Fig. 11 and Supplementary Video 7).
The coarse-grained model also reproduces the edge-preferred
phase-separation as found in the experiment. In the circular confinement, the wall of the dish (Fig. 5a) suppresses ion diffusion, thus
it effectively enhances the ionic concentration near the edges. As
shown in Fig. 5b, the particle–edge interaction and the interaction
between ZnO and sulfonated PS microbeads promote centre-verge
phase segregation, in accordance with our experiment.
Collective intelligence could emerge from the vast networks of
components without central control. For instance, microorganisms regulate their behaviour from random to aligned motion by
exchanging chemical signals as observed in quorum sensing, where
the autoinducer secreted by individual bacteria is sensed by other
community members14,32. By quorum sensing, bacteria can detect
topological defects33 and can be patterned by confined geometry34.
Moreover, self-propelled active particles have been investigated to
mimic the microbial activities for the study of quorum sensing35,36.
However, due to weak interparticle communication and lack of
particle density regulation, the macroscopic quorum response
and consensus decision-making have yet to be observed. In our
294

ZnO–sulfonated PS system, the ion-exchange reaction drives the
system far away from thermodynamic equilibrium, while H+ and
Zn2+ take the place of the autoinducer in bacteria communication
that enables the particle to ‘sense’ the local population density.
As shown in Fig. 5c and Supplementary Video 8, the circular
petri dish is replaced with irregular confining geometries, where the
ZnO–sulfonated PS mixture exhibits an intriguing corner-finding
ability. The ZnO–sulfonated PS mixture starts from uniform dispersion in four irregular containers (the first row of Fig. 5c), where
the curvatures of the edges are highlighted with the colour map.
At first, the mixture accumulates towards all edges and corners as
expected from geometry-dependent phase segregation. However, as
the accumulation continues, the highest curvature corners confine
the out-diffusion of ions better, which leads to faster particle accumulation. Once the quorum threshold of colloidal concentration is
reached at one particular site due to the swarming fluctuation (the
second row of Fig. 5c), the mixture no longer acts autonomously.
Instead, the mixture now acts as a united swarm, where almost
all colloids start to migrate towards a single accumulated corner,
despite some equivalent accumulation sites are also available (such
as the other ear vertex of the cat head, and the other four corner vertices of the star). This consensus decision-making behaviour is analogous to the quorum sensing among microorganisms. Eventually,
all colloids are confined to a single sharp corner of the container
(the bottom row of Fig. 5c), and this pattern can last for several days
without diffusion. This quorum sensing-based geometry detection
strategy has been proved more efficient compared to other strategies and is adopted by bees and ants during their recolonization37,38.
To further support the proposed ion-exchange based quorum
sensing mechanism, several control experiments were performed by
varying the ion-exchange interaction and the local colloidal population (see Supplementary Information for the detailed experiment
process and Supplementary Video 7 for experimental results). First,
we show the importance of communication-dependent interaction by
turning it off with a chelating agent. A low concentration of EDTA
solution was added to the ZnO–sulfonated PS mixture, which competed for Zn2+ with sulfonated PS microbeads. As the ZnO–sulfonated PS microbead communication was disrupted, the mixture lost
the collective decision-making ability where only small scattered clusters were observed (Supplementary Fig. 12a), which was similar to
the traditional active particle systems (Supplementary Fig. 11c) and
aligned with our simulation results as shown in Fig. 4h. Then, we tried
to perturb the macroscopic swarm with preconcentrated particles. As
shown in Supplementary Fig. 12b, the preconcentrated sulfonated PS
microbeads were placed inside the system, which generated excessive
attractive osmosis and promoted particle aggregation to reach the
quorum threshold. This preselected high population site outweighed
other locations and drove the convergence of the whole colloidal
swarm towards it. Finally, a local Zn2+ ion source was added to the
system, which created repulsive osmosis and jeopardized the colloidal
population accumulation (Supplementary Fig. 12c). Eventually, the
system reached a consensus to settle away from the local Zn2+ source.

Conclusion

In summary, we have shown an ion-exchange interaction between
a ZnO nanorod and sulfonated PS microbeads, and the consequent
collective behaviour on a hierarchical scale. On mixing the ZnO
nanorods and sulfonated PS microbeads, the ZnO–sulfonated PS
complex is formed, and intriguing swarming, phase segregation and
quorum decision-making behaviours are established from the microscopic to the macroscopic scale. Our numerical model indicates that
communication-dependent activity is essential to the emergence
of these rich collective behaviours. This result indicates that the
ion-exchange reaction could be a versatile tool to construct complex
chemical interactions between active particles, which sheds light on
understanding and designing new responsive active matters39.
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ZnO nanorod synthesis. The ZnO nanorod array was synthesized following the
previous method40. A thin layer of ZnO crystal seeds was prepared by depositing
2 nm of Zn on the washed Si wafer (100) through thermal evaporation followed by
annealing in air. Zn(NO3)2·6H2O, methenamine (CH2)6N4 and polyethyleneimine
(branched) were dissolved in deionized water and preheated at 60 °C for 30 min.
The preheated solution and the ZnO-seeded Si wafer were sealed and reacted at
95 °C for 5 h. The as-grown nanorods were washed with ethanol and deionized
water before measurement. The prepared ZnO nanorod had a diameter of 800 nm
and a length of 5–10 μm.
Sulfonated PS microbead synthesis. A two-stage swelling and copolymerization
method was used to prepare the crosslinked PS microbeads41. Synthesized PS
seeds42 were dispersed in a flask containing SDS solution (0.3% w/w). Then,
200 μl of 1-chlordecone and 8 ml of aqueous SDS were mixed and emulsified by
ultrasonication. The emulsion was then added to the particle suspension solution
and stirred at 30 °C for 12 h (ref. 43). Next, 75 mg of azobis (isobutyronitrile)
dissolved in 7 ml of styrene and 0.07 ml of divinylbenzene was added. The mixture
was purged with nitrogen for 30 min and kept at 78 °C for polymerization for
12 h. The obtained particles were washed with deionized water and freeze dried.
Crosslinked PS particle powder (1 g) was sulfonated with concentrated sulfuric acid
(98%, 50 ml) at 50 °C for 12 h. After being cooled down to room temperature, the
obtained sulfonated PS particles were collected by centrifugation and repeatedly
washed with a large excess of ethanol.
3D velocity field measurement. The ZnO nanorod was fixed at the glass substrate
by fast drying the ZnO colloid on the glass substrate. The glass substrate was
covered with a polydimethylsiloxane chamber filled with sulfonated PS colloid. The
microscope was focused at different depths (Z = 0, 6, 10, 14 μm) and trajectories
of sulfonated PS particles at each depth layer were tracked. Here, 400 trajectories
and 5,500 data points of sulfonated PS were tracked at four depth layers. The 3D
coordinates and velocity data were then processed using MATLAB to get the 3D
velocity field.
In situ pH profile mapping. Here, 2 mM 5(6)-carboxyfluorescein (5(6)-CF) stock
solution in deionized water was prepared and kept at 4 °C in the dark and used
for several weeks. Series of pH solutions without zinc ions added (range from 3 to
10) were prepared. Then, 0.5 μM 5(6)-CF was applied to calibrate the relationship
between fluorescent intensity and pH44. For 0.5 μM 5(6)-CF in deionized water,
the excitation wavelength was set at 488 nm, and the fluorescence emission
spectrum was recorded between 500 and 600 nm (λmax = 518 nm). Fluorescence
of 5(6)-CF solution at each pH value was collected by using a confocal laser
scanning microscope (LEICA TCS SP8) with an excitation wavelength λex = 488 nm
and acquisition wavelength between 500 and 600 nm. The calibration curve was
obtained by scanning the standard pH solution. The calibration experiment and
pH mapping were conducted at the same setting parameters.
Macroscopic phase separation and quorum decision-making. The as-grown
sulfonated PS particles were thoroughly washed with deionized water until pH 7.0
and the ZnO nanorods were cleaned in oxygen plasma for 3 min to remove any
attached organic residuals. The sulfonated PS colloid (0.1 mg ml−1) and ZnO
nanorod (1 μg ml−1) were mixed in deionized water and sonicated at 25 °C for
15 min. The well-mixed suspension was then poured into 6-cm diameter glass petri
dishes. The phase-separation processes were captured by a digital camera at 5 s per
frame. To verify the necessity of ion-exchange reaction for the emergence of the
collective motion and macroscopic phase-separation, three control experiments
were conducted in the same experimental procedure by using the ZnO nanorods,
passive PS microbeads and Janus Pt-TPM Janus microspheres to replace the
ZnO–sulfonated PS mixture. All systems were monitored for 30 h.
For the quorum decision-making experiment, the cookie moulds were placed
in the middle of glass petri dish, while the region outside the moulds was sealed
by pouring polydimethylsiloxane and then allowed to cure at 75 °C. The ZnO–
sulfonated PS mixture was then poured in the cookie mould patterns. The quorum
decision-making process was monitored by a digital camera at 5 s per frame for 30 h.
Janus active particle synthesis. The 1.8-μm diameter TPM particles were prepared
following a previous report45. After repeated washing and centrifugation, 90 μl of
ethanol solution containing TPM particles (10 mg ml−1) was dropped onto a glass
slide to form a particle monolayer after ethanol evaporation at 95 °C. Then 10 nm
of Pt was deposited onto the TPM particles by magnetron sputtering to produce
a Janus structure. The as-prepared Pt/TPM Janus microspheres were scraped off
from the substrate with a razor blade and transferred into 2.5 wt% H2O2 solution
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containing 0.3 μg ml−1 of PS microbeads as passive particles, which served as the
model system for the active–passive particle system.
MIL-101 (Fe) and CaCO3 particle synthesis. The synthesis of MIL-101 (Fe)
is based on a reported method46. A mixture of terephthalic acid (0.166 g) and
FeCl3·6H2O (0.540 g) in dimethylformamide (40 ml) with 5 M hydrofluoric acid
aq. (50 μl) was put in a Teflon-lined stainless-steel autoclave at 383 K for 24 h. The
product was collected by repeatedly washing with methanol.
The CaCO3 microcube is synthesized following a previously reported
method47 with slight modifications. In a typical synthesis, Na2CO3 (0.5 M) solution
was injected quickly into the well-mixed solution of CaCl2 (0.5 M) and starch
(0.25 wt%) under vigorous stirring. The product was collected by washing with
deionized water and centrifugation.

Data availability

The data that support the plots within this paper and other findings of this study
are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request. Source data
are provided with this paper.
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